Limcoln continental

Lincoln resurrected the Continental name for just the right sedan: the modern-day interpretation
of the classic American luxury land yacht. It lives up to its heritage by offering a pleasant ride, a
spacious interior, and upscale-but-restrained styling. Lincoln offers it with three different V-6
engines, two of which are turbocharged and are either front- or all-wheel drive. The top-spec 3.
Unfortunately, the Continental shares too many obvious pieces with cheaper Ford and Lincoln
products, which mars its high-lux image. The Continental lineup has been simplified for and
now comes in three distinct trims: Standard, Reserve, and Black Label. There's a big gap in
price between the base Standard model and the Continental Reserve, but that leap comes with a
long list of additional equipment that we think makes the Reserve worth it. For one thing, the
Reserve comes with the twin-turbocharged 2. Other standard equipment includes inch wheels, a
panoramic sunroof, power-operated trunklid, speaker Revel audio system, heated and ventilated
front seats with way adjustability, in-dash navigation, and three-zone automatic climate control.
With three different V-6 engines on offerâ€”two of them boosted by twin turbosâ€”the
Continental doesn't lack power. Harnessing it through only the front wheels, however, is a
struggle that will disappoint enthusiast drivers but should suit most casual drivers; all-wheel
drive is optional and does a better job of putting power to the pavement. Unfortunately, the
behavior of the 3. However, it proved quite quick: At the test track, our Continental Reserve test
vehicle sprinted from zero to 60 mph in 5. Lincoln isn't chasing sports-sedan glory with the
Continental like Cadillac is doing with the CT6 , and instead seems content to provide a
well-cushioned ride. That's not saying the Continental isn't a competent-handling sedanâ€”it's
stable in corners, and its crisp, communicative steering is a strong point. Given its
tranquility-oriented mission, we were expecting a bit more cushiness with the standard adaptive
dampers adjusted to their Comfort setting. In Sport mode, the firmest setting, the ride is still
compliant, but body motions are under tighter control, and the Continental feels more
composed. Even in its most efficient guise, the Continental has a considerable thirst for fuel,
and it's trounced in fuel-economy ratings by some of its rivals such as the Volvo S90 and the
Lexus LS In our real-world testing, however, our test vehicle outperformed its EPA highway
rating by an impressive 4 mpg. The Continental's interior is an uneven mix of luxe
materialsâ€”leather, knurled aluminum, genuine wood, and chromeâ€”and down-market
plastics that can be seen in lesser Lincolns and workaday Fords. While the Continental's cabin
lacks the cohesive sophistication of its rivals, it offers a high level of standard equipment. Many
of our evaluators found the optional way-adjustable Perfect Position seats to be worth every
penny of the upcharge, while others didn't find them to be as comprehensively comfortable as
the best from the luxury competition. But the seats' inflatable side bolsters, individually
adjustable thigh supports, massage modes, and very warm heating elements put both front-seat
occupants in the lap of luxuryâ€”literally. Its large trunk, folding rear seats, and voluminous
cargo bins give it an edge compared with the established players in this category, many of
which don't offer a folding rear seat. We fit six carry-on suitcases in the trunk, three more than
the BMW i could manage and one more than the Mercedes-Benz S All Continental models
feature an 8. The system controls everything from audio and navigation on models equipped
with that feature to climate control. It's a reasonably intuitive system that most users should
learn to use quickly. Lincoln provides redundant buttons and knobs for frequently used
functions. Audiophiles can upgrade to a Revel or speaker system with HD radio. Both U.
Lincoln's all-encompassing driver-assistance package is standard on every Continental model.
Key safety features include:. Lincoln offers a longer powertrain warranty than most of the
players in this segment except for the Genesis G90 and the Kia K , which both offer ,mile
powertrain coverage. The first scheduled maintenance visit is complimentary, and roadside
assistance is included for the life of the car. Stepping up to the Black Label brings additional
benefits including four years or 50, miles of complimentary scheduled maintenance, a
complimentary annual detailing service for the first four years of ownership, and unlimited free
car washes at the local Lincoln dealer. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. By
Drew Dorian. More Model Years. More on the Lincoln Continental. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Lincoln. The Lincoln Continental is a series of mid-sized and
full-sized luxury cars produced by Lincoln , a division of the American automaker Ford Motor
Company. The model line was introduced following the construction of a personal vehicle for
Edsel Ford , who commissioned a coachbuilt Lincoln-Zephyr convertible, developed as a
vacation vehicle to attract potential Lincoln buyers. In what would give the model line its name,
the exterior was given European "continental" styling elements, including a rear-mounted spare
tire. In production for over 55 years across nine different decades, Lincoln has produced ten
generations of the Continental. Within the Lincoln model line, the Continental has served
several roles ranging from its flagship to its base-trim sedan. From to , Lincoln sold the
Continental as its exclusive model line. The model line has also gone on hiatus three times.

From to , the nameplate was briefly retired. In , the Continental was renamed the Lincoln Town
Car to accommodate the seventh-generation Continental. As part of its entry into full-scale
production, the first-generation Continental was the progenitor of an entirely new automotive
segment, the personal luxury car. Following World War II, the segment evolved into coupes and
convertibles larger than sports cars and grand touring cars with an emphasis on features,
styling, and comfort over performance and handling. From to , the Continental nameplate was
the namesake of the short-lived Continental Division, marketing the â€” Continental Mark II as
the worldwide flagship of Ford Motor Company; as a second successor, Ford introduced the
Continental Mark series in , produced over six generations to Along with the creation of the
personal luxury car segment, the Lincoln Continental marked the zenith of several designs in
American automotive history. The Continental is the final American vehicle line with a
factory-produced V12 engine , the final four-door convertible , and the final model line to
undergo downsizing for the model year. Using the blueprints of the streamlined Lincoln-Zephyr
as a starting point, Gregorie sketched a design for a convertible with a redesigned body;
allegedly, the initial sketch for the design was completed in an hour. At the time work had begun
on the first Continental coupe, Lincoln had previously cancelled the Lincoln K-series coupes,
sedans, and limousines, and produced the very limited Lincoln Custom limousine, along with
the smaller Lincoln-Zephyr coupes and sedans. Ford wanted to revive the popularity of the â€”
Lincoln Victoria coupe and convertible but with a more modern approach, reflecting European
styling influences for the Continental. By design, the Edsel Ford prototype could be considered
a channelled and sectioned Lincoln-Zephyr convertible; although the vehicle wore a
conventional windshield profile, the prototype sat nearly 7 inches lower than a standard
Lincoln. With the massive decrease in height, the running boards were deleted entirely. In
contrast to the Zephyr and in a massive change from the K-Series Lincoln , the hood sat nearly
level with the fenders. To focus on the styling of the car, the chrome trim on the car was largely
restricted to the grille; instead of door handles, pushbuttons opened the doors. As with the
Lincoln-Zephyr, the prototype was fitted with a cubic-inch V12 engine; it was fitted with front
and rear transverse leaf springs and hydraulic drum brakes. The design would introduce two
long-running features used in many American automobile designs. The modified body gave the
design new proportions over its Zephyr counterpart; with the hoodline sitting lower over the
V12 engine and the passenger compartment moved rearward, the prototype had more in
common with classic era "long-hood, short deck" body configurations versus being a strict
adherent of contemporary streamline moderne design trends. As a consequence of the smaller
trunk space, the spare tire was mounted behind the trunk; while disappearing on American cars,
the externally mounted, covered spare tire remained a feature on European-produced cars. The
prototype designed by Gregorie was produced on time, making the deadline to be delivered to
Edsel Ford in Florida. Interest from well-off friends was high; Edsel sent a telegram back to
Michigan that he could sell a thousand of them. In reference to its European-inspired design,
the Lincoln-based prototype received its name: Continental. Immediately, production
commenced on the Lincoln Continental, with the majority of production being "Cabriolet"
convertibles and a rare number of coupes. They were extensively hand-built; the two dozen
models and built examples were built with hand-hammered body panels; dies for
machine-pressing were not constructed until The limited number of models produced are
commonly referred to as ' Continentals'. Lincoln Continentals from to shared largely the same
body design with each other; based on the Lincoln-Zephyr , the Continental received few
updates from year to year. For the model year, all Lincoln models were given squared-up
fenders, and a revised grille. The result was a boxier, somewhat heavier look in keeping with
then-current design trends, but perhaps less graceful in retrospect. After World War II, the
Lincoln division of Ford returned the Continental to production as a model; Lincoln dropped the
Zephyr nomenclature following the war, so the postwar Continental was derived from the
standard Lincoln internally H-Series. To attract buyers, the design was refreshed with updated
trim, distinguished by a new grille. For , walnut wood trim was added to the interior. Following
the death of Edsel Ford in , Ford Motor Company re-organized its corporate management
structure, which led to the departure of the Continental's designer Bob Gregorie. That year's
Continental, the first postwar model, was designed by famed industrial stylist Raymond Loewy.
The â€” Continental is recognized as a "Full Classic" by the Classic Car Club of America , one
of the last-built cars to be so recognized. As of , the Lincoln Continental and Lincoln were the
last cars produced and sold by a major U. Media related to Lincoln Continental first generation
at Wikimedia Commons. After an eight-year hiatus, for the model year, the Continental
nameplate made its return; to launch the vehicle, Ford created a namesake Continental division
centered around its new flagship vehicle. Slotted far above Lincoln-Mercury, Continentals would
be marketed and serviced through the Lincoln dealership network. On a unique, low-slung

chassis sharing its inch wheelbase dimension with the Lincoln Capri and Premiere, the Mark II
was assembled with its own body panels and interior; each vehicle was hand-built, with
hand-sanding and finishing of body panels. In several elements of its design, the Mark II broke
from American styling precedent. With a nearly flat hood and trunklid, the Mark II was also
designed with neither tailfins prominent on American sedans nor pontoon fenders then current
in Europe. Rather than a separate assemblage the " Continental spare tire " was now integrated
into the deck lid stamping, serving to accommodate the vertically-mounted spare tire beneath.
In total, 2, Continental Mark IIs were produced including two prototype convertibles. Media
related to Lincoln Continental second generation at Wikimedia Commons. To build a better
business case for its flagship and the division that marketed the vehicle, the Continental model
line underwent extensive changes for the model year. For , Ford cancelled the Continental
Division outright, with its model line remaining through the as part of the model cycle. The first
all-new unibody design since World War II, this generation of the Continental is one of the
largest sedans ever built by Ford Motor Company or any American automaker. To facilitate
continuation of the Continental model line, the division was forced to abandon hand-built
construction. Sharing a common chassis and much of the exterior of the Lincoln Premiere,
Continental production shifted to the then-new Wixom Assembly plant. To set itself apart from a
Lincoln, along with a division-specific grille, all versions of the Continental including
convertibles were styled with a reverse-slant roofline, fitted with a retractable " breezeway " rear
window. First introduced on the Mercury Turnpike Cruiser , the feature allowed for augmented
interior ventilation along with air conditioning. Unlike the Turnpike Cruiser, the reverse slant of
the roofline included the rear window, an element that would reappear on Mercury sedans in the
next decade. For , Lincoln split further from Mercury in body design as part of ongoing efforts to
outdo Cadillac, with Lincoln adopting unibody construction for the first time; [19] the
Continental shares a common body with the Premiere, with the exception of the reverse-slant
roofline. Using a inch wheelbase, the Continentals are the longest-wheelbase sedans ever built
by Ford Motor Company. Longer than a Ford Excursion, the â€” Continentals are the longest
sedans ever produced by Ford without 5 mph bumpers. The Continental Mark III convertible is
the longest convertible ever mass-produced in the United States, with the sole exception of the
extremely rare â€” Cadillac V16 convertibles. In a break from previous practice, the two
subsequent model years were marketed as incrementally increased "marks" Marks IV and V. For
, Continental released the Mark III in four bodystyles, including a 2-door hardtop and
convertible, a 4-door pillared sedan, and a four-door hardtop sedan called Landau. Although far
less expensive than the Mark II, the Mark III remained well-equipped, retaining air conditioning
as an option relocated from the ceiling to the dashboard. For , the Continental Mark IV saw a
minor restyling, with the elimination of Dagmars from the front bumpers and side sculpting
becoming much less deeply drawn. The grille is restyled slightly, with the headlight clusters
now integrated into the egg-crate grille. For , the Continental Mark V saw another styling update,
with flatter front bumpers with Dagmars. The Continental badging was restyled, with "Mark V"
badging moved to the rear fenders. On the front fenders, four horizontal chrome spears were
added. The Continental features the a beautiful one year only restyled dashboard. The rear grill
and bumper were also completely restyled setting it apart from the previous two years. The rear
suspension was changed from coil spring to leaf springs, the fusebox was placed under the
hood for ease of access and cruise control was offered for the first time. Available only in black,
both versions were built with a model-specific formal rear roofline with a padded vinyl roof and
smaller rear window for privacy. The Limousine featured a retractable partition between the
front and rear seats with a rear seat radio on the back of the front seat. The wheelbase remained
the same inches on the limousine as the other Continental models and the rear seating was also
the same dimensions. The air conditioning capacity was increased with the addition of a trunk
mounted evaporator to increase rear seat cooling. In , as Lincoln redesigned its model line, the
Continental went from being the flagship Lincoln to the only model line sold by the division for
the next 16 years. As with the Mark II and the Continentals, it was sold, marketed, and serviced
by Lincoln, though not officially badged as such. As part of the launch, the existence of the
Continental Mark III that shared its name was heavily downplayed; a second nickname to this
generation is dubbed the "forgotten Marks" [17]. Media related to Lincoln Continental third
generation at Wikimedia Commons. For the model year the Lincoln range was consolidated into
one model. Making its first appearance since , the fourth-generation was available only as a
four-door sedan and convertible until its MY refresh. Although shedding nearly 15 inches in
length and 8 inches in wheelbase over its Lincoln Continental Mark V predecessor, the new
model was nevertheless heavier than its Cadillac or Imperial counterparts. This institute rarely
gives awards to vehicles. At the time of the approval, Ford product planners had come to two
conclusions critical to restoring the Lincoln Division to profitability. First, to instill design

continuity, Lincoln would adopt a model cycle distinct from Ford or Mercury, moving from three
years to eight or nine. The fourth-generation Continental rode on a stretched version of the
unibody platform produced for the Thunderbird, [24] lengthened to a inch wheelbase from
market launch to This was then extended to inches and retained until It was expanded to cubic
inches on models, becoming the largest-displacement engine ever used in a Ford Motor
Company passenger car. All versions of the Continental were fitted with a 3-speed automatic
transmission. New for was Ford's C6 automatic, designed for use in big block, high-horsepower
V8 engines. At its launch, the fourth-generation Lincoln Continental was offered solely as a
four-door, as either a sedan or a convertible. For the first time on a Lincoln since , rear doors
were rear-hinged suicide doors. To alert drivers of open doors, Lincoln fitted the dashboard
with a "Door Ajar" warning light as seen on many modern automobiles. Latching together at the
B-pillar with a vacuum-operated central locking system, convertibles used an abbreviated pillar
while sedans were "pillared hardtops". In the configuration, a thin B-pillar supported the roof
structure while all four doors utilized frameless door glass in the style of a hardtop or
convertible ; the layout would become used by several Ford Motor Company sedans during the
s and s. In what would be the first four-door convertible from a major American manufacturer
after World War II, the Lincoln Continental convertible was fitted with a power-operated top on
all examples. In a similar fashion as the Skyliner, to access the trunk for storage, the deck lid
was opened electrically without raising or lowering the roof. A somewhat rare and unusual
option for â€” was the vertically adjustable steering column. Unlike most tilt-adjustable columns
that employ a lever-activated locking pivot joint just behind the steering wheel the Lincoln
version employed a vacuum-actuated clamp, a dash-mounted height indicator window and a
pivot point much further down the column. During its production, the fourth-generation Lincoln
Continental would be produced in three versions, undergoing model revisions in and The
Lincoln Continental was introduced with four-door sedan and four-door convertible versions,
replacing the Lincoln Premiere and Lincoln Continental Mark V. For , a simpler front grille
design with floating rectangles and a thin center bar replaced the heavy-gauge,
Thunderbird-like, high mounted bumper of the ' For , the Continental underwent several
functional updates. The front seatbacks were modified in an effort to increase rear seat
legroom. To increase luggage space, the trunklid was reshaped. In line with a number of
vehicles in the United States, the electrical charging system introduced an alternator , replacing
the generator. For , the Lincoln Continental underwent its first mid-cycle redesign. Alongside
styling updates, several functional changes were focused towards increasing rear-seat space.
The wheelbase was increased from to inches, shifting the rear seats backward. The roofline
underwent several changes, with the adoption of flat side glass replacing curved window glass.
To increase rear headroom, the rear roofline became additionally squared off, in a notchback
style. In a slight exterior restyling, to eliminate the "electric shaver" appearance, the front fascia
added vertical chrome accents to the grille; the recessed rear grille was replaced by a much
simpler decklid with trim panel moving the fuel-filler door to the left-rear fender. The interior was
completely revised with a full-width instrument panel, updated upholstery patterns, door panels
and fittings. In , Lincoln debuted the Continental Town Brougham concept car, [34] which had a
in. For , Lincoln made additional updates to the Continental. In a styling change, the convex
"electric shaver" front fascia was replaced by a more angular blunt hood with an upright flat
grille design. To improve braking ability, the Continental was given Kelsey-Hayes disc brakes
for the front wheels; in addition, front seat belts with retractors became standard. For , the
fourth-generation Lincoln Continental underwent a second mid-cycle redesign. To better
compete against the Cadillac Coupe de Ville and the Imperial Crown Coupe , Lincoln introduced
its first two-door pillarless hardtop since The convertible remained offered solely as a four-door.
While following much of the restyling distinguished largely by a new grille and the addition of
"Continental" to the hood , the Lincoln Continental wore an all new body, growing 5 inches
longer implemented primarily in the rear seats to accommodate more leg room , and nearly an
inch taller and wider. Curved side glass made its return with less obvious tumblehome , to
increase interior room. To offer an engine sized comparably to those in the Imperial cubic
inches in and Cadillac cubic inches, cubic inches in , the V8 was enlarged to cubic inches. The
convertible underwent several equipment revisions for the first time, adding a glass rear
window and the top mechanism added a second hydraulic pump for opening the convertible
roof and the trunklid making the two systems separate ; hydraulic solenoids were deleted from
the top mechanism. The interior underwent several revisions, adding a tilt steering wheel and an
8-track tape player as options. For , the Lincoln Continental was given only minor trim updates,
with the deletion of the Lincoln star emblem from the front fenders being the largest change.
Several functional changes were made, as Lincoln added a number of indicator lights to the
dashboard. Along with an oil pressure warning light, the dashboard was given indicator lights

for an open trunk and the cruise control if on. Following years of decreasing sales, marked the
final year of the Lincoln Continental convertible, with only 2, sold. As a result of numerous
frame reinforcements in comparison to the sedan , the 5, pound Lincoln Continental convertible
is one of the heaviest passenger cars ever sold by Ford Motor Company. For , Lincoln made
several styling changes to the Continental. To meet federal safety standards, the parking lights,
taillights, and front turn signals were returned to a wraparound design on the fenders to satisfy
Federal standards for side marker lights. For the interior, torso seatbelts were added for the
outboard front seats. The "Continental" wording was removed from the front fascia, replaced by
the Lincoln star emblem as seen on the rear ; the hood ornament was deleted, in anticipation of
a federal ban on the feature which never came to effect. For , few changes were made in the
final year of production. To comply with federal regulations, the front seats were updated with
head restraints for the outboard passengers. After a nine-year hiatus, the Town Car name made
a return in as part of an interior trim option package for the Continental. The Secret Service
acquired two versions of the fourth-generation Lincoln Continental for use as a Presidential
state car , serving from to Designed as an open car with a series of tops for inclement weather,
the car was rebuilt with a permanent roof, armoring, and bulletproof glass following the
assassination of John F. Subsequently, all United States presidential limousines have been
constructed as armored vehicles. The Secret Service acquired a Lincoln Continental limousine
for Richard Nixon; although an armored vehicle, the limousine roof was designed with a sunroof
to allow President Nixon to stand in the vehicle to greet crowds in a motorcade. The fourth
generation of Continental has appeared in many motion pictures. In the CBS television situation
comedy Green Acres â€” , in which the cars were furnished by Ford, lead character Oliver
Wendell Douglas Eddie Albert is shown driving a Continental convertible and then in later
episodes owns a model. Perry Mason from the CBS series also drove a fourth generation
Continental convertible in many episodes; here too the cars were furnished by Ford. Media
related to Lincoln Continental fourth generation at Wikimedia Commons. For the model year,
Lincoln introduced the fifth-generation Lincoln Continental. Building on the success of the Mark
III introduced the year before, Lincoln sought to modernize the Continental for the s after a
nine-year production run. Although shorter in wheelbase and slightly narrower than â€”
Lincolns, the addition of 5-mph bumpers make â€” Lincolns the longest automobiles ever
produced by Ford Motor Company. The fifth-generation Lincoln Continental is based on
body-on-frame construction, the first Lincoln to do so since To save on its engineering and
development costs, the Continental was no longer given its own chassis, instead given a
longer-wheelbase version of the Mercury Marquis chassis stretched from inches to inches; â€”
vehicles received a From to , the Continental was fitted with front disc and rear drum brakes;
[57] from to , four-wheel disc brakes were available. The cubic-inch V8 returned as the standard
engine, becoming available from to ; from to , the remained exclusive to Lincoln. In an effort to
increase fuel economy and comply with emissions standards, Lincoln added a cubic-inch V8 for
California for , with the remaining available in 49 states. For , the became standard with the as
an option , with the discontinued for Both engines were paired with the Ford C6 3-speed
automatic transmission. In a major departure from its fourth-generation predecessor, the
Lincoln Continental's Marquis-based frame forced the sedan to abandon "suicide doors" for
conventional front-hinged doors. As with its predecessor and the Mercury Marquis, the Lincoln
Continental was offered as a two-door hardtop and as a four-door "pillared hardtop" sedan
B-pillar with frameless door glass. Unlike Ford or Mercury, no Lincoln two-door convertible was
introduced. Shared with the Mark series, the fifth-generation Continental was equipped with
vacuum-operated hidden headlamps ; as a fail-safe, the headlamp doors were designed to open
in the event of failure a dashboard indicator light indicated their status. During its production,
the fifth-generation Lincoln Continental was sold in two versions, with a major revision in
Following the downsizing of the full-size General Motors and Chrysler product lines, the Lincoln
Continental became the largest mass-market automobile produced worldwide for the model
year. For , Lincoln introduced a redesigned Continental two-door, Continental four-door, and
Continental Town Car; sold only as a four-door, the Town Car was distinguished by a vinyl roof.
For , the grille underwent a minor styling change, partially in an effort to better distinguish the
Continental from the Mercury Marquis. The grille and headlight doors were redesigned, with the
latter painted in body color. For , several functional changes were made, as the V8 decreased in
compression; though intended to decrease emissions and adapt to unleaded gasoline, output
dropped. The tradition of Lincoln-exclusive engines came to an end, as Mercury began use of
the in the Mercury Marquis and Colony Park as an option. Minor styling changes were made, as
the grille and the fenders were restyled; to better separate the Continental from the Mark IV,
Lincoln reintroduced chrome fender trim. For the first time since , the Continental was equipped
with a hood ornament. On the inside, more rear seat legroom was added. For , the Lincoln

Continental was brought into compliance with federal crash regulations as it was fitted with a
5-mph front bumper. While a number of vehicles underwent significant revisions to comply with
the regulation, the Continental was able to meet the standard by moving its front bumper
several inches forward and fitting it with rubber-tipped impact overriders. In a similar fashion as
the Town Car, the Town Coupe was distinguished by its padded vinyl top. For , the Lincoln
Continental was given a new grille, moving from an egg-crate style to a waterfall design. As part
of federal regulations, a 5-mph bumper was added to the rear, leading to a redesign of the rear
bumper; the taillamps were moved from inside the bumper to above it. After 5 years on the
market, Lincoln made an extensive revision to the Continental. Coinciding with the introduction
of the Mercury Grand Marquis , Lincoln and Mercury sought to better visually differentiate their
two flagship model lines, in spite of their mechanical commonality. As part of the revision, the
Lincoln Continental was able to adopt a greater degree of styling commonality with the
Continental Mark IV. For , the exterior of the Lincoln Continental underwent a major revision.
Although the body below the beltline saw only minor change with the taillights redesigned with
vertical units, the roofline was completely restyled. Along with the styling upgrades, Lincolns
received substantial upgrades to the braking system. Designed by Bendix , [58] the Lincoln
Continental became one of the first American cars equipped with a 4-wheel disc brake system
as an option. To further improve the emissions performance of the V8, the engine was fitted
with catalytic converters, ending its compatibility with leaded regular gasoline. For , the exterior
remained essentially the same as the year before marking the first carryover styling year for
Lincoln since In an effort to price the Continental more competitively, Lincoln deleted a number
of previously-standard features, making them extra cost options. For , the Lincoln Continental
would undergo another exterior revision. The wide Mercury-style grille was replaced by a
narrower Rolls-Royce radiator-style grille, nearly identical to the Mark V variations of the
radiator grille would remain in use on Lincolns through In another trim revision, the
"Continental" script was removed from the rear fenders. For , the dashboard was updated for
the first time, as the Lincoln Continental adopted a revised version of the Mercury Grand
Marquis dashboard. In addition to increasing parts commonality, the update was done to save
weight; the plastic-frame Mercury dashboard was lighter than the previous steel-frame version.
In a similar move, Lincoln redesigned the rear fender skirts, adopting a version that covered
less of the rear wheels. Alongside the optional sliding glass sunroof, a fixed glass moonroof
with an interior sunshade was introduced for the first time since the Ford Skyliner. For , the
interior underwent further updating, as the Mercury-sourced dashboard received additional
wood trim. Throughout its production, the fifth-generation Lincoln Continental was offered with
several special-edition option packages. In contrast to the Mark series, the fifth-generation
Continental was not offered with any Designer Series editions. To commemorate the 50th
anniversary of Lincoln in , a Golden Anniversary Town Car was offered as a limited-edition
option package for the Lincoln Continental. Although technically available in any of 25 paint
colors available for any Lincoln, the Golden Anniversary Town Car featured an exclusive gold
moondust metallic paint color as an option; 1, examples were painted in the gold moondust
color. Other features included a commemorative brochure, a glove compartment vanity mirror, a
commemorative plaque on the dashboard, and keys plated in 22 carat gold presented in a
jewelry box. Intended as a cosmetic option package, the Williamsburg Edition was the only
Continental or Town Car sold with two-tone paint; [63] the edition also standardized a number of
options. Along with two-tone paint, the Williamsburg Edition also included a full vinyl roof,
pinstriping, power vent windows, lighted vanity mirrors, and 6-way twin "Comfort Lounge
Seats". For , the option package was designed as one of the most conservative versions of the
Town Car, without any opera windows or coach lights fitted to the roofline. For and , the opera
windows and coach lights were added to the roofline. To commemorate the end of production of
the Lincoln Continental and Continental Mark V while denoting them as the final "traditional"
full-size American sedans and coupes, Lincoln offered a Collector's Series for both the
Continental and Mark V. As with its Mark V counterpart, the Continental Collector's Series was
equipped with essentially every available feature as standard equipment. Only four options were
available for the Collector's Series: a power moonroof, channel CB radio, "Sure-Track" anti-lock
brakes , and a plush Kashmir velour interior in lieu of leather. Along with four options, the
Continental Collector's Series was produced in four colors: dark blue, white and limited-issue
medium blue built and light silver built with a dark-blue vinyl top. Media related to Lincoln
Continental fifth generation at Wikimedia Commons. With the impending adoption of federal
fuel-economy standards CAFE making the large cars of the s a potential financial threat to Ford
Motor Company, for , Ford and Mercury full-size sedans underwent extensive downsizing;
Lincoln became the final American brand to release to a downsized model range for the model
year. In another extensive model change, the Lincoln Continental became the counterpart of the

newly introduced Continental Mark VI , the first Mark series model range smaller than its
predecessor. One of the most technologically advanced vehicles ever sold by Ford at the time,
the Continental introduced a standard 4-speed automatic overdrive transmission, electronic fuel
injection with computer-controlled engine management EEC-III , digital instrument panel, and
trip computer measuring real-time and average fuel economy figures and driving range.
Throughout the decade, many of the features would make their way into many other Ford and
Lincoln-Mercury vehicles. The sixth generation of the Lincoln Continental would be offered only
for To eliminate saturation of the Lincoln model line, the sixth-generation Continental was
re-released as the Lincoln Town Car for effectively lasting though the model year. Following the
withdrawal of the Versailles and the introduction of the Town Car, the Continental nameplate
was shifted to the mid-size segment for the model year skipping the model year. While never
officially announced as the replacement for the Versailles, the Continental became the Lincoln
competitor for the Cadillac Seville. While retaining the body-on-frame layout of its predecessor
and using a rear-wheel drive powertrain, the Panther platform made major engineering changes
to lower curb weight. In addition, the chassis itself was smaller in several key dimensions. While
only approximately 2 inches narrower, the Continental shed 10 inches of its wheelbase and 14
inches in length. In losing nearly pounds of curb weight, the Continental came within pounds of
the curb weight of the "compact" Lincoln Versailles. In its focus on fuel economy, the Panther
platform was developed without the use of the or V8s powering full-size Lincoln-Mercurys
throughout the s. In their place was the first fuel-injected V8 engine produced by Ford Motor
Company. Developed under the name Ford Integral Overdrive FIOD , this industry-first
transmission featured both a mechanically-engaged overdrive 0. The new Panther platform
allowed for changes in the new Continental's suspension geometry and many improvements
were made to the power steering. With this, and the reduced overall size, the Lincoln
Continental was able to retain the traditional big car ride and feel, while offering a major
enhancement to its handling. Compared to the Continental's GM and Chrysler counterparts and
the Lincoln models, the new car offered more agile maneuvering, as well as a reduced turn
diameter by over 8 feet compared to the Lincoln Continental. Although sharing a common
platform and powertrain with the Ford LTD and Mercury Marquis, the Lincoln Continental was
well differentiated from its counterparts; no visible body panels were common between the
three vehicles. As all Continentals wore padded roofs, Continental Town Cars were largely
differentiated by two-tone paint. Lincolns were differentiated from Continental Mark VIs by their
exposed headlights and full-width taillamps instead of a "Continental spare tire trunk".
Two-door Lincolns can be distinguished from Mark VI two-doors with their "notchback"
roofline; they share a common wheelbase with four-door Lincolns. Following the downsizing
and adoption of the Panther platform for the model year, the Lincoln division was faced with a
critical issue. After the discontinuation of the compact Lincoln Versailles early in , Lincoln was
left with two full-size sedans. Although each was brand-new for the model year, the Lincoln
Continental and Continental Mark VI were functionally identical vehicles. Aside from the
"Continental tire" trunklid, unique rear quarter panels, different taillamps and hidden headlamps
of the Mark VI, the two vehicles offered little differentiation. The Lincoln Continental made its
return in early as a model. To further separate Continental from the Town Car, Lincoln designers
shifted the Continental nameplate into the mid-size segment. Only offered as a four-door sedan,
the Continental was styled with a "bustle-back" rear end and marketed to compete directly with
the Cadillac Seville and the Imperial. Using the lessons learned from Lincoln Versailles and
badge engineering , Lincoln stylists took great care to differentiate the expensive Continental
from the Ford Granada and Mercury Cougar sedans sharing the Ford Fox platform with it; unlike
the Versailles, no visible body panels were shared. Beginning with the model year, all
manufacturers were required to use a 17 character VIN-code. The first three digits is the World
Manufacturer Identifier which gives the make of the car. Shifting from the Ford Panther platform
to the Ford Fox platform , the Lincoln Continental became a mid-size car for the first time. In its
redesign, the Continental would lose nearly 9 inches in wheelbase and 18 inches in length,
along with over pounds of weight. Although it would be the shortest-wheelbase Lincoln ever at
the time , the Continental would use a stretched In marked contrast to its Cadillac Seville
competitor, which switched to a front-wheel drive GM platform, the Continental retained the use
of rear-wheel drive. The Lincoln Continental was fitted with two different engines. At no cost, a
3. Both engines were discontinued for the model year, replaced by the fuel-injected 5. All three
engines were fitted with the 4-speed Ford AOD overdrive transmission. As a response to the
diesel engine options available in Cadillacs and a number of European luxury brands, Lincoln
introduced an optional hp 2. With only 1, sold, the diesel-powered Continental was rarely
ordered and discontinued after the model year. The seventh-generation introduced two features
as industry firsts: gas-charged shock absorbers and self-sealing tires. For the first time on a

Lincoln-badged Continental, its namesake "Continental spare tire trunk" seen on the Mark
Series was used as a decklid design feature. As Ford Motor Company intended for the Lincoln
Continental to compete against the Cadillac Seville, the rear half of the car was designed with a
sloping "bustle-back" decklid, drawing inspiration from the Lincoln-Zephyr of the late s. The
decklid design of the Continental proved less extreme than that of the Seville. The addition of a
horizontal brushed-chrome strip that ran along each side of Continental, along with plentiful
two-tone color combinations, gave it a more conventional appearance in comparison to the
Cadillac. Coinciding with the introduction of the two-door Continental Mark VII, the Lincoln
Continental was given a styling update for the model year. The body was fitted with flush-fitting
front and rear bumpers and revised taillamps. While not fitted with the composite headlights of
the Mark VII, the front fascia of the Continental was revised with an angled grille flanked by
recessed quad headlamps and larger wrap-around marker lights incorporating cornering lamps,
which made it more aerodynamic looking. On the inside, the doors and dashboard were fitted
with satin-black trim accented with low-gloss genuine walnut veneer for the model year only.
Other changes through the rest of production run were primarily limited to paint colors and
upholstery pattern details. The car continued thereafter with few changes. After the model year,
the Valentino Designer Series was discontinued in favor of the Givenchy Series. Media related
to Lincoln Continental seventh generation at Wikimedia Commons. By the late s, the luxury
segment in which the Continental competed had changed drastically from a decade before. In
anticipation Lincoln had chosen to completely reinvent the Continental, starting with
development of eighth generation model in the 4th quarter of This Continental became the first
front-wheel drive Lincoln and the first Lincoln since sold without an available V8 engine. As part
of a more conservative exterior, the sloping "Continental trunklid" was deleted. Although four
inches longer, it was pounds lighter than its predecessor. For the first time since , the
Continental closely matched its Cadillac Sedan de Ville counterpart in size. By interior volume
the Continental was the largest front-wheel drive car sold in , and was recognized by Car and
Driver on its Ten Best list. An exclusive feature to the Continental was adaptive air-ride
suspension and variable assist power steering was standard. All Continentals were equipped
with a 4-speed overdrive automatic transmission. While the exterior of the Continental adopts
many of the flowing lines, including the flush-mounted glass, flush-mounted headlights, and
wraparound doors of its counterparts alongside the Taurus, it also adopts several more
conservative styling features, including a more upright C-pillar, chrome grille, and long deck,
and the redesign of the sloping trunklid increased trunk space from 15 to 19 cubic feet nearly
matching the Town Car. In October for model year, a redesigned dashboard was introduced to
accommodate dual air bags. This unprecedented move made the Ford Motor Company the first
US automaker to offer airbags as standard equipment for both the driver and front passenger
the second automaker worldwide after Porsche's Turbo. In late for MY , a larger facelift was
given, including new bumpers, rocker moldings, and bodyside moldings. Exterior trim was
redesigned including a restyled argent-colored grille, redesigned taillamps, revised decklid trim,
and the Lincoln nameplate is moved onto the grille and taillamps. The bucket seat option was
given a redesigned steering wheel. As part of the redesign, Lincoln simplified the trim lineup;
only standard later named "Executive" and Signature Series remained. For the first time since ,
6-passenger seating made its return. Leather seats were standard with velour available as a
no-cost option. Major options included a compact disc player, InstaClear electrically heated
windshield â€” , JBL sound system, power glass moonroof, keyless entry , anti-theft alarm
system, cellular phone starting MY , three-position memory seat, and choice of wheels. An
Executive Touring package was also available. Media related to Lincoln Continental eighth
generation at Wikimedia Commons. For the model year, the Continental was substantially
updated with more rounded lines similar to the Mark VIII and launched on December 26, ; [75]
the interior also saw a major overhaul. Production commenced at Wixom Assembly in
November While the body was all-new, the new Continental shared underpinnings with the
previous generation. Inside, the Continental featured a plush leather interior with many
amenities and advanced electronics for the time. Some of the options included JBL sound
system, 6-CD changer, power moonroof, heated seats, onboard cellular phone, anti-theft alarm
system, traction control, and chrome wheels. As before, buyers could choose between five and
six-passenger seating, offering Bridge of Weir leather on upper trim packages. A March
customer clinic video features a final design prototype of the Continental. The Continental was
updated again in late for with redesigned front and rear end styling. The front-end also held a
strong family resemblance to the newly redesigned Town Car. Also new for was a dashboard
redesign, though still keeping the reflective dash cluster. Despite these notable changes,
pricing on the Continental was up only slightly over the model which itself had seen a price
reduction from the year before. The Continental offered buyers front wheel drive, while the

Town Car remained rear wheel drive, and was joined by the slightly smaller Lincoln LS.
Six-passenger capability was still available via the no-charge option of a split-bench front seat
and column shifter. Also available on the Continental was the "RESCU package" Remote
Emergency Satellite Cellular Unit which included Global satellite positioning similar to GM's
"OnStar" , 3-channel HomeLink compatible garage door opener mounted in the driver's sun
visor, voice-activated cellular telephone, and the Alpine audio system which included a digital
sound processor, subwoofer amplifier, and additional speakers. One could also opt for the
6-disc CD changer, heated front seats, and a tinted glass power sunroof with sliding shade. New
for was an extra-cost "Luxury Appearance Package" that included a wood-trimmed steering
wheel and shift knob with unique two-tone seat trim and floor mats inside, and chrome alloy
wheels and a special grille up front. Between the and model years, changes to the Continental
remained relatively minor as production of the model eventually came to an end. In , various
safety features became standard including child seat-anchor brackets, emergency trunk
release, and "Belt Minder" system. In , the universal garage door opener was now standard. For
, Lincoln offered two special editions of the Continental. To commemorate the 75th anniversary
of Lincoln, a Diamond Anniversary Edition of the Continental was offered as an option package.
The package included "Diamond Anniversary" badging, leather seats, voice-activated cellular
phone, JBL audio system, auto electrochromatic dimming mirror with compass, and traction
control. As a continuation of the version offered the year before on the Town Car, Lincoln
offered a Spinnaker Edition of the Continental. The option package featured "Spinnaker Edition"
badging, tri-coat paint, two-toned leather seats, and 16" spoked aluminum wheels. For , a
Limited Edition was offered, featuring unique leather interior with "Limited" embroidery,
two-toned interior trim, wood steering wheel, 6-disc CD changer, and 16" spoked aluminum
wheels. It was sold as a Greenbrier Limited Edition Continental in select markets. To
commemorate the end of the model run for , a Collector's Edition was offered featuring a
genuine walnut burl steering wheel, instrument panel, and side door trim, "CE" logos, platinum
painted grille, spoke chrome wheels, and more. In addition to the Continental's other exterior
color choices, a CE-exclusive charcoal gray was also available. Approximately 2, were
produced. After several years of declining sales, Lincoln announced that would be the last year
for the Continental. Along with declining sales of the model line, Lincoln faced a significant
model overlap as the Continental, LS V8, and Town Car competed in nearly the same price
range. As the LS V8 was a mid-size sport luxury sedan and the Town Car was a full-size luxury
sedan, the Continental was withdrawn, with the final ninth-generation vehicle rolling off the
Wixom Assembly production line on July 26, After , the Continental was not directly replaced.
For , Lincoln introduced the MKS; while intended to replace the Town Car which remained until ,
the MKS was closer in length and width to the ninth-generation Continental and based on a
front-wheel drive chassis with all-wheel drive as an option. For the model year, the MKS was
replaced by the new tenth-generation Continental. Media related to Lincoln Continental ninth
generation at Wikimedia Commons. In the fall of , after a fourteen-year absence from the Lincoln
model line, a new tenth generation Continental went on sale. Production of the Continental
ended on October 30, , with no immediate plans for a replacement in the full-size sedan
segment. At While front-wheel drive is standard, this generation marks the first use of all-wheel
drive on a Lincoln Continental, but depending on trim, all-wheel drive is either optional or
standard equipment. While sharing its fundamental chassis underpinnings with the Lincoln
MKZ, the Continental is powered exclusively by V6 engines. When fitted with the 3. The
tenth-generation Continental introduced a new design theme for the Lincoln division, shifting
from the previous split grille to a rectangular design, with a slightly recessed grille. Standard
equipment includes electronically-latched doors, marketed as "E-Latch", to pulls the door
closed. Interior door panels use a button near the door pull handle to unlatch the door; [84] on
the outside, the exterior door pulls are integrated into the beltline window trim. While largely
done in an effort to increase center console space, the layout is a similar approach to Chrysler
and Packard designs of the s though the Continental is also fitted with paddle shifters as
standard equipment. As an option, the Continental is available with either 13 or speaker audio
systems from the "Revel" division of Harman , distinguished by aluminum speaker grilles in the
door panels. As with the Lincoln MKS, the Continental is fitted with adaptive cruise control and
lane-keeping technology, as an option, the Continental offers a degree camera system to
produce a "virtual overhead view" of the vehicle. In line with current Lincoln product offerings,
the Lincoln Continental is offered in three standard trims, Premiere, Select, and Reserve. In
continuing with Lincoln tradition, Bridge of Weir "Deepsoft" leather is used for upper-level trim
Select and Reserve. As with the Designer Editions, the Black Label vehicles have
specially-coordinated exterior and interior appearance packages, including Rhapsody Blue
exclusive to the Continental , Chalet, and Thoroughbred. For the model year, 80 examples of the

80th Anniversary Coach Door Edition were produced and sold exclusively in the United States.
For , approximately non-commemorative versions of the Coach Door Edition were offered. To
ease passenger access, the Continental utilizes rear-hinged coach doors in line with s Lincolns
; to further increase cabin space, a While the concept never reached production, certain design
elements were adapted in other Lincoln vehicles, as its roofline was adapted by the Lincoln
Zephyr later MKZ and its front fascia was adapted by the â€” MKX. Between the concept vehicle
and the production Continental, were several differences; the concept vehicle was fitted with a
glass roof and four-seat interior that were not included for production. From Wikipedia, the free
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Review gave the Continental its highest rating, ahead of all comparable German and Japanese
cars. Read more. Read less. Learn more about the Lincoln Continental. The used Lincoln
Continental received an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about the Lincoln
Continental, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Lincoln Continental? Shoppers
just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for
you, you can find the best place to buy a used Lincoln Continental. Great news! Shopping at
this dealership means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and
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Edmunds found 3 Good, 1 Fair, and 14 Great deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best
price. Buying a certified pre-owned Lincoln Continental can get you a better warranty on a car
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Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? The pre-production cars were Auction Vehicle.
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the corr Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
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